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I. Introduction
This report su-nmarizc3 the essential result ' s  of our st.udicb 6w'ing
the period April 1, 1968 to April 1, 1969, ai yned at applying the per-
turbation methods of celestial mechanics to the rigid body problem with
particular emphasis on the problem of the motion of an artificial Earth
satellite about its center of mass. During this period, we were able
to express the Hamnjl.tcnitn for the triaxial body in terms of variables
in which it is readily separable. This, in turn, permitted the intro-,
duction of a canonical transformation to ncia parameters which are
eonst&nts in the torque -L}v-, c, motion. Me equations of trans£or.aat•ion
were then inverted to enable us to express the original Eider angles
crud associated conjugate mo yrienta in termc of the canon—Ical const ►_.nts
and the time. Thus, we were able: to set up the forraaji eta for ntudying
per -in-b t' 4-on.:. oi' a t, i ^_::. 1 rid .d bo!';/ t^itY it tre N^.mi.?.t.or.-JE cobi fr t: F
work. The essential details foli_ow..
L ^"y
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II. Rectangular Coordinate SyArms and Diler Angles
Let 0 represent the center of mass of the rigid body. Choose %
spare-fixed rectangular system 0 t kj S	 such that the positive S -;axis
lies along the and"-lar momentum vector }i and in the sense of H .
Consider a plane through the center of mass and perpendicular to the
-wcia. f`iiiia please inter:icets the fundwii,_titul plane of the space-
fixed, but otherwise arbitrary, rectangular frame Ox y z in a line
of nodes ON , as shown in Figure 1. The T -axis io chosen to lie along
the line of nodes, its positive sense being arbitrarily chosen. Then
the i -axis is chosen to form a right--Banded syste,a.
I	 I	 I
Let Or, y z be a body-fixed ( principal w_es) rectangular frame
and let ^* ,
 0' , and ^r represent the Euler angles relating the
r	 r	 r	 r	 r
0 . y 	 t:.nd C ^'`(S	 ► ;;tcm^. We tai i.l ref'c^• to the x y -plane- as the
body-fixed plane. The angle ^,^/ is the angle between the x and
-axes, measured in the x*y* plane while the angle a is the angle
between the positive z and S -axes.
III. The solution of the linnilton-Jacobi. enuation a^socia.ted with a
triaxial
	 body probl em -ai-th no external forces
(A) Hamilton function and canonical equations
Although the eventual goal is to give a complete discription of
the motion in the Ox y z system, the description of the motion will
first be given in the 0 F`1 5 -system. Iu this manner, a straight-
•	 forviard, coherent uppronch to the probleri and its solution, can be
presented.
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where P represents the conjugate momenta matrix while H and 11
represent the angular momentum w.r.t. space-fixed and body fixed axis,
respectively. All matrices involved are to be found explicitly in
our reports for September, October, and November, 1965. A recapitula-
tion of formulas is given below to help the reader to follow the subse-
quent discussion.
We have
P
	
(2)
or explicitly
p	 (A sin2^ + B cos2^) sin20 + C cos20, (A-B) sin cos sin© .,,-C cos
p0 	(t B) sine cos .' sin0,	 A cos24) + E siti2	0	 0
^ PI)	 C cos 0	 0 ,	 C	 ►
or.
p	 sin ^ sin 0
p0	 cos
p^	 0
^ Vtc
•
*
H	 • T li
or
hx 	cosIP co+sinOin^ coact,-ccaY sin •-ain Vcos^ cos© , nin •y- cin0	 hx'
I I
	
hy* a sin c04+cos V sin coe0, -sin tV biny+cosy/ cos cos0 , -cosh/ sinO	 hy'
\lilac	 sin ^aJn0,
	 coo ^ sin 0,	 coc0	 hZ'
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( 3)
P = N li ,	 (4)
cos ^ sin 0	 cos 0	 hx'
	
- sin	 0	 hy'
	
0	 1	 h'
	
P=M H*	 (5)
/` 0	 1	 hx
	
sin 
	^
0	 hy*
-cos V sin 0	 cos 0	 hZ*
*
H 	 T' H	 (6)
•a
or
r.
	 P^	 0	 r
p0	 cos V
p^	 ainsin 0
and from ( 3) , we have
Yy. .
,t
..
6
•
or explicitly
h  ` = p0
 cos + sin 0 (pr P cos ©) ,
h 
y 
f = -p0 Gill	 + sin
	
(p - p cos 0)
h a p^ - h cos 0^
z
In the 0	
-system, the angular momentum can be written as
0
H	 0
h )
Using (5), with
	 e ,	 replaced by ^* , 0 '
 , ^ , respectively,
we obtain
p^	 0	 0	 1	 0
pe '	 cos ^*	 sin ^*	 0	 0	 (8)
p^'	 sin	 sin 0	 -cos	 sin 0	 cos B	 h
in
P^* = h
Pe' = 0
p' =h cos 0 .
(7)
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Similarly,, after using (8) from (6), with	 1 , B ,	 replaced by
©^ ,	 ^, respectively	 we obtain
I
	 t
	
hx	 sin © (p ^^ - p ' cos 9 )
t
h 
	 a COS	 ^,
	
y	 sin 0 (n^ - q cos e ' ) ,	 (9)
hz ' = p^'
Using (9), coupled with (8), we can write the kinetic energy (the..Hamil-
tors function of the rigid body in the form
T = 2A h x 2 + 213 h y ? + 2C hZ2 If
or
	
t	 /
PV
2
	
H=T( sin	 +cos) (p2-p2) +,	 (10)
	
2A	 23	 ^^	 2C
where A , B and C are the moments of inertia of the rigid body
1	 1	 t
reverenced to the principal axes, Ox y z 	 We assume that
A > B > C .
The associated canonical equations are
t	 1
	
= a Ii	
= h( sing 	+ cos2 )	 (a)
	
y	 A	 B
tt
'	 Ii	 1	 sing	cGS2	 P l
If
	
0
1.,
sib w . .	 b.•Ov- _ +-#
6LMwo W_
F
U
Pot = - =- = h2(I - A) sin ^^ cos ^^ sin?	 10 l 	^ -h sin0	 0 1 ,	 (d)
d0
	
peg e 0 ,	 (c)
	
P ^cos e - h
	
(f)
(13) n,^:^^;i•ipl;ion o!' the 1'ol:ion iii the 0;; y 	 -rti: tc:m
In this section a set - of relationships is given from which the
description of the motion in the space fixed system (,A,,p V , p0,p)cantr
obtained completely from the description of the motion in the body-
-	 *
	fixed system 49 0 ,	 , P^* P0 , 9 PO •
From the elementary spherical trigonometry, we have
Cos ©= Cos a Cos 0 - sin 19' Sire cos
..^.
	
(a)
	
sin 6,=	 cost 0
sin a sin a cos (l^ - ) = cos e	 - cos A	 cos e
B1 • in 0 sin sin sin
1 sin e ' cos e '	 cos (^ -	 ^^) cos e - cos o^ cos e
sin 0 sin (^ - ^^) = sin ^* sin e* .
Through the use of equations (3) , (4) and (5) , we can relate the variables
p	 , pe , and p^ to the variables q' , p¢* , 0 * , Y/* , and ¢^ .
Explicitly, we can wr ite these relation :hips ns follc:rs:
PO	 -p ^ sin 0 ' sitl( ^) - ^ 1 )
	
( a)
1
rNi	 3
	
P = hcoLO* ,	 (b)	 (13)
P^	 P^ ,	 (o )
	
a-Ince 0	 end y/	 are prescribed constant s., indPper..dent of each
other and independen'. of ^ , ^ , 44- , p^' , the. independent quan--
	titsc.:s 4 ,	 , 0 , v , p * , p') serve to describe the motion
of the trlaxial Ivdy in the OX Y Z system.
(C) Generator and Sq:at ions of t rr nL fomation 1
The }iamilton-Jacobi equation associated with equation (10) is
	
• 2 +	 2 'l ( stn	 cos	 a S 2	 ) 2	 1	 5 ,2
A	 ) [ (	 , -7)	 2C
from which the geners,",or j of a canonical transformation is to be
determined. A complete integral S of (14) can be obtained by separa-
tion of varl4bles. We find that
where
c^	 H
1
h  P 	 a s	 (i6)
^	 a^
a3 =p *=	 ^*
a^
are independent canonical variables. The function J 1(^ ) is related
to c/,	 end h through the expression
1 Tile vzri nlbles	 ,^ ,	 Pax' , PY' , r --) in which we rep.1rce
0* by co: -1(P h --) arc: introdaced ticre (;,ec VII far ^ustific
11
►^_ """*^_"„^-^
	 ^,.•	 ---, .•'-. ....-.n.^.... 	 ...,.... ,es •... -'^Jf. ^.^-^'mom.-•niia.l^'^..a^.e--
	 - — ---*-^^- - --- ---	 -	 _--^
i10
I
{^=^^^•""1'^^ ''F,tf'^^'A^ '^I^.^o^-'lE4f#arc+"`"^t- r2. ,"t!'	 =at- ^^-+ss	 '^	 ....
whe:-c
F , = +
	
	 C (L1—+b1 sing _)	 (1a)
c + d sit2 0
and
a^ n A(2BO( - h2)
b L h? ( A - B)
^	 (1Q )
C =A(B-C)
d =C(A-B) .
The complete set of egtzatioris of transformation from (Ii
P	 ' I%^*, p^, ) to ( 0(
1) h , of 3'  1' ?, /'; 3) are obtained from
equation (15). They are
aa1
2	 a h
_-v
3
Y  	 3
p*= 'd 	=h ,	 (e)
a^
	
V'	 c + d ei.n
a
r1	 0
0	 0	 (23)
cos e	 h
1.,
11
0
where
L(^') + ABI I2W)
M( ^ ' ) ' z V ' d2 1 3 ( ^
and
,
I2 ( ^^)
ft. l(a ' + b sin .^ )(c ' + d oin^^ )
I (^')	 _	 ( ( A -T3) -
' n 22
	 Al dt, •
3	 0o (a + b si	 )(c + d sin , )
(21)
(Q)
(22)
(b)
In three of the six of equations (20), the right-hand sides are
preceded by ± symbols. The choice of the sign in these equations is
determined by the choice of sign for p^' . We have
i
PaMTH,	 (23)
p
	
0	 0
P()
	
	 cos ^*	 sin ^*a
p^i	 sin ^* sin e' - cos ^* sin e
or
hence
p^' -h Cos 0f
I
Th S pt' i:, taken po&-litive or negtttive L:.-corc:ing ;is cos 0 	 is posi-
tive or neg ative. W ­ w.M. assume th;^,t 0 < 0 ' < r;12	 Thus equati.om
(20) and (21) become
i.
PROW
r
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t	 1	 L(^ f ) ,	 i c:)
^* + ^ 2 MW) ,	 (b)
/.^	 (c)3	 '
_	 a^ + b '
 sin 
c +d rdnm
(24)
Ps* ° h ,	 (e)
PY*
where
	L(^^) a tinI I2(^^) ,	 (a)
(25)
	
M(O ' ) = -hVrC 1 3(0 ' ) .	 (b)
IV. 7n.,ersion of the so] ution for the trinxi.al rigid body problem
with no external forces
We have to invert (24) to express the variables (^^ ,	 ,	 , p^*,
q) p V*) in terns of the canonical constants o( 1 , h , c{ 3  	 19 /2, /3
and time t . The inversion is carried out in what follows.
(A) Inversion of the equation t -^1 L(^^ )
Since we assume that A > B > C , the quantities b , c , and d
given in equations (19), are all positive. The qu.-ntity a may be
either positive or negative, in general. In ! ghat follmis, we s.saixne
that a > 0 .
We noticed, from equation (e.), that 	 n^ < C, 	 (26)
b	 d
II
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t
Op,
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since
2	 2	 2 2
2C 0^ 1	 AC rJX * BC ^`-'	 + C c.1*)?
	
Y	 ^
h2 	A2 (^ X i + B2 ^.^y , + C W 
x^
where W X ' ,
 
C'.)
 y ' , W z ' are components of the angular velocity
w.r.t. the primed ryrtrmt
For convenience, the followJng parameters are dct'Jned:
,
	
2 -	 b	 (a)
nl :
a
 
+ b
,
	
2 -
	
d	 (b)
	
n2 
_	 ,
c + d
- (^-a'-t+b')(c'+d')
`Z 
	 (c)
 B (A-C)(2Ao(1-h )
n2 - 2
1 n 2	
((A-B)(h2 
 - 2C of )
k -	 ^	 1	 (d )
1 - n2	 (B C)(2A p(1_h2 )
r	
F77AB-C)
C) 	
(e)g -
n2
	
-	 2 fL(A7C)2W 1-h )
	
k -	 1-k	 -	 ,	 (f)( B-C) (2A a; 1- h^
Clearly, 1 > n1 > n2 > 0 , and thus 0 < k< 1 and k t is real
	
a	 cSince i <
	
b	 d
(27)
,7
.,
0
1,+	 1
In order to cast expres sion (a), equation ( 22) into a more con-
venient form, we introduce a new variable	 by the eque-ion
	
C<
	
' + n/2
 .	 (23)
It follows immediately, by substituting C' and the parameters in 	 I
(16) into expreusion (a) of equation (-.2), that
	
I	 q
I
2	 fo((o
(^ ) =	 r( d ) d o(,	 (29)
where
fno=^+ 
rN = 	 2 1	 ,^	 (30)( 1-ni. sin ^) ( ^ -n2 since of )
Since the lower limit of integration of equation (29) may be taken to
be an absolute constant, we choose ^o = - n/2 and hence o(o = 0 .
Therefore, we have
q'
	
I2(^ ' ) _	 r(x) dc<	 (31)
U
In what follcas we will have occasion to refer to formulas which
appear in Byrd and Friedrnan (1]. Such formuja numbers will be indicated
by prefixing the nun.bf,rs with the symbols B-F.
(1)
	
Byrd, P. qnd Fri rAmen, M.: Handbook of E] liptic Integrals for
Fng.Lneers tnO Physicists.
Springer-Vur1hp,, 'VurzU)-arg,
4F
M,
Using B-F (284.00), and expression (a) of (24), we have
dW =gum
A^
o	 I AB C	 1
15
(32)
r
IN'
or, we can write
U = at + E ,
where	 ---
-	 (2A (o (
1
-h` ) ( n -C ),
-^ s
g ^ABJC	 ABC
E _ - V1	 (b)
Also, from Byrd-Frieckm, we have
2 -	 2 ( 1-n2) sin2sn u - [ sin (amu) 12 ----
1 - n2 sin2,^(
Solving the above equation for sin o(, we write
sin o< _	 snu rr--	
(a)
r C11 
and
1—_.2  cnu
cos CY =	 ^, ._ ,	 (b)
1-112cnLu
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
ir
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where
cnu = cos(amu)
and
sn2u + cn2u 1 .
Since	 I
4. 2 we ohtaln
sin	
1-n2 cnu
n2 7  u
cos ^^	 ^, gnu	 (b)	 (37)
l n2 enLu
5
tan ^^ - -e
nu
^cnu	 (c)
The quadrant of ^^ is uniquely determined by studying the signs of
cnu and snu.
Equation (37) is not in a convenient form for calculation, since
powers of t appear in the expressions for cnu and snu. This
difficulty can be avoided by introducing theta-funct:ione. from B-F(907.01),
(907.02)	 907•(	 ^3) 000.0'+) and (;01.01} , ^:e have, for Jul^u^ < K
anu = u - (1+k2 ) u3 + (1 + 141:2 + k4) 
u5 -
•
2 4	 (, N u7	 (a)
- (1 + 1 35, + 1350 + k , .7. + ..V)
02	 4	 6
cnu a 1 - 2, + (1 + 4k2 ) ; - (1 + 44k2 + 16k4) uu +
17
(38)
8
+ (1 + 408k2
 +, 912k 4 + 64k6) U ; - ...
	
2	 4	 6
dnu = 1 - k2 uL + (4 + k2)k2 u, - (16 + 44k2 + k4)k2 u, + ... , (c)
	
2.	 7,	 U,
where
I -^ K(kK	 ) ,	 (a)
(b)
4 A
	
0o	 n
m
K - 2 (1 + 4) =	 2	 dif-	 (b)	 (39)
	
M--1	 q	 1 - k sin tr-
a	 I
q - 1. k [ 1 + 2( kl ) 4 + 15(
k 
1 ) 8 + 150( kl) 12 + 1707( k?- ) 16+...,], (c)
- 2 1
	 2	 2	 2	 2
^. ^L.- 1 - k (kl< k2 1)1)
1 + k'
(d)
l
l^
If we use B-F(1050.01) , (1052.01) and (1052.02) , we can write
ten ^'	 - ^c	 cos U + 2 cos 3 v' + 6 cos 5 V- + ...	 (40)
	
9	 sin xr - q2 sin 3v- +q sin 5,r - .. .
where
- n
2K u .
The series (c) of (39) for computing q converges rapidly.
rIt
p
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Hence, the angle t, can be expressed in terms of canonical parameters
and time through equation (37) and can be computed by using expression
(40) .
(A) Inversion of the Equation ^* + /46 2 = M(^ )
By using equations (27) , (28) t (30) and recalling that 
a 0 = 0
cquation (b) of (24) ccai be rcwrit-ton ba
/'	
O!
+,4
 2 = -h, ,/0 Ff ( (A-B) cos2 	- A) r(o() d a( ,	 (41)0
From ( 32) , we have
a
+113 2 = B(t-Bl ) - h V ^ ^ (A-B)	 coat of r( J() d c-(	 (42)f-0
Using B-F( 284.08) and (432. 03), 42 becomes
+ 2 = B t-^1) - ( 2K11  )	 5 - u -A0	 k) ) ,	 (43)
where
sin-1	 (a)—^-^-
(44)
2
n
Y	 1 -n2
and the functions oil 5 and A 0 are defined in B-F, Sections 430 and
150, respectively.
Since u = '^ (t-^ 1 ) , we can write
+ ^2 14* (t-/il ) -	 ^)
1
1
...-^ Y
	 _	 ^^^F^1w^M^•-w^wr^w^—^^^.rwrr+.^av^+^^w^''^T^T^^Y^Y^^w^w ^^^r ^..w.^•-..^+w+,^^I ^,. ^. _.r ,..... ..^^. ..w^r^^i- .... ..^r^.^r..
mamma
rX-'*
^1•
Ir	
•
i
I^.
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where
M	 R - ( 2V	 lo( 1 - o( (49 k) )	 06)
(C) Expressions for P ' and
Applying equations (27) and (37) , equation (d) of ( 214) can be
writtcrn as
jff	 2)(
	
C(a'+b' )(1-r 	 12	 2	 2 1/2
	 (47)
-"
From B-F(121.00) , we have
dnu=k 2 +k2 cn2u. (44)
}Icrce, equation ( 147) tr:l:e3 the form
r
JP^f	
(al +b' )(1 - n2)
-	 dnu
C'
I C(2Ao( 1 - h )
diiu
A - C
and since P^' = h cos 0^ , we have
	
cos of = h =	 2 1-h dnu	 (50)
h (A-C)
20
( D) Inverted solution for the triaxial rigid bcd` problem with
no external forces
The general solution for the triaxial rigid body problem with no
external forces cen then be si=arized as follvArs:
-
tan ^^ _ _ cnu	 k'	 cos ^+ q2 cos^tr + ^'6''coo^s S d + ... 	 (a)g snu	 8	 sin V'	 2 sin 11' + `" s in : JLr^ .. .q	 3	 q
^* + P2 a M*(t-N - 2K (^Cb 5 - u) ,	 (b)
,s--	 (5l )
F-A
A^i
 - h`)
P^' =
	 l C	 dnu ,	 (d)
P,{," = h ,	 (e)
P 
_Y
*- = q( 3 .
	
(f)
This solution coupled with egaations (12) and (13) givesthe complete
description of motion of the triaxial body in the space-fixed system
*
Ox y z in terms of the canonical constants and time.
V. Uniaxir3l Solution
•	 By letting A = B , the triaxial sol.0 lon (51) will. reduce to the
corresponding uniaxial solution. In order to di.3tinguish between the
canonical pnrnmeters which appt-ar in triaxial solution and the reduced
(c)
1W.
(51+)
r	 1
so'gution, we will lobe). the latter with the subscript u , that in
r
(a lu ' hu ' °( 3u ' I lu ' 113 2u ' ('13u)
For the case A m B , we have
nl=n2=0, k=0, k	 1 ,	 91
anu a sin u ,	 cnu - cos u
(2A 0(- hu)(A-C)
2C
Thus from (37) (c) , we obtui. n
F2,Au 
A C 
u- h 2 ) (A-C)
^o2
	
(t	 lu) .
21
(52)
When A=B,
= 2 - el (2^  0 ) 1 ^ M	 Au 
	
°5 a u
co that equation (45) reduces to
h t
_
- /2u+ A (t -	 lu)
Further more, for A = B , dn(u , 0) - 1 , and equation (49) reduces
to
FC(2A V111 hu2^
P^ =	
A	
—
(53)
Y
r0 it
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Summarizing the uniaxial solution is given um follows:
(2A O( lu - h u 2 ) Gi -C)
^o e
	
2	 (t -/ lu ) 	(a)
A C
4
2u + AT(t
 _1131u)
	 (b)
	
3u P	 (c)
(55)
FP.A -h2P , ^lu	 u ^
	 (d)
 C
Pe 3 h u ,	 (e)
PVl* a a3u '	 (f)
and the corresponding{ generator is
2
$u a -	 lot + hu^* + 0( 3u ^/ * +	
C (?_A of l u - hu )	 , -	 ^)
	 (56)
A--C	 o
Through the use of egiiati.ons (12) and (13), the complete solution of
the force free uniaxial motion can be obtained in the space-fixed syster_.
Oxyz
Let us label. th , : parameters which appear in the treatment of the
force-free uniaxial prublein given in [ 2 1 with ^uperscr:ipt stars, i.e.,
Ai 4
i.
Ff^
23
( p( * 0( *	 0(*	 *	 *	 * ) , We have seen thatlu ' 2u '	 3u ' lu '^2u  , ^3u
2
hu si ll ^lu +
 (C 
-
C
 )^2u	 (57)
The corresponding; generatir, in which we interpreted h
u 
as a function.
of oe 
*
and o! 2u through (57) 9 takes the forru
S * • -	 * t +	 f2A2
^   	 ^,* +	 u * + 2u(  -d'o ) ' (5g )u	 lu	 lu	 2u	 3
s
The associated equatio:isof transformation are, after inverting,
2u	 A	 C	 lu
^* a 2A 
alu + (ACC) 2u	 (t - /-1 1 , I '	 (b)
N)**	 (c)a .. /^/! 3u ,
(59)
p^' = o{ 2u ,	 (d )
P^`	 2A lu + (CAA) 2u ,
	
(c)
'	 (2) Crunford,	 11. and Fitzpatrick, P. M., "On the influence of Gravity
on the Rotational Motion of Artificial Earth Satellites," Fnvi ron-
Trent Indu.c(A Orbital I)%memics, Vol. II, Aem-Astrodynamics I.aboraLury
George C. Mursholl Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, OetoYxer '11,
1.9()7.
It
F
Er
F
ib
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* M of * (f)
Comparing equations (59) and (55), the parameters	 (cK l 	,lu 0( *	 ,2u *	 ,a 3u
I" lu ' i^ 2u ,	 )	 and	 (AC lu ' hu ' a 3u '	 lu '	 2u '	 3u) are
related as follows:
a lu flu (a)
CF'r2u A	 -	 ,C
* (c)
	
of 3u	 o f 3u ,
	
^* 3	 + A	 (d) (60)
	
lu	 lu h	 2u
u
	
* y - 1	 2A cYlu - hu2)(A- C) 	 (e)Au h ^2 ^^
u	 C
3u ` ^3u	 (f )
4
'd p^*
ax
P	 (^)
A
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VII. Perturbation
	 of the force free motion of the trieixial
rigid body
Reealline Section C, Chapter III, we notice that if we wish to
study perturbationn of the force free motion of the triaXial rigid body
using the canonical 1-trturbation equations of Hamilton-Jacobi theory,
it will be necessary to replace © by an equivalent parameter, P * ,
the momentum conjugate to
	
Thateither a or P .^* will give
an equivalent description of the motion fol].a a.,7s from equation (b) of
(13)- It is clear from this equation that the momentum conjugate to
any angle	 which lies in the x y -plane is independent of the angle
and only depends on h and B 	 Therefore
*
PI/ = P** = h cos © = P * cos e* , (61)
and thus the six independent quantities ( ►*  	 P^* , P^^
PV *) will describe the motion of the triaxickl rigid body wi-^h respect
* *
to the OX Y Z system completely. The Hamilton function from which
Pe , and P^ l are to be obtained i , of course, still given
by (10). Furthermore, we can consider H as given by (10) to be the
Hamilton function of an extended system of variables
p^*
 , p^, , p,,*), which satisfy the canonical equations o flmotion,
H	 (d)
subject to the constraints
constant
(63)
p^ * a h cos a	 constant. (b)	 +
This follows from the fact that the two differential equations
(e) and (f) of (62), which have been added to `.he system, are entirely
consistent with the equations of constraint (63)
VIIT. Gravity-gradient Potential for Triaxial Body
The gravity-gradient potential V for the triaxial body is given by
V	 -	K [ (A-C) cos?Y. + (A-B) co32^ 3 J ,	 (61E )
where K a n12 and n' is the mean motion of the Earth about the
triaxial body. We consider a circular orbit, for which K is a constant.
The angles Of	 and !^ are the direction angles of the line segment
from the c.m. of the body to the c.m. of the Earth with respect to the
axes ox y z , the principal axes of the body. Since cos t a + cos 2^  +
cost 7	 1 , equation (64) can be rewritten as
	
V = 2 K (B-A) + W	 (65)
where
W	 (	 'C ) W + 1-T2 ,	 ( 66 )
r
^,.
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and
W1 = - 2 K (D-C) co s27^
(67)
W2 = 2 K(A-A) cospa .
The expression for cosi( in terms of canonical ecnstar:ts and time t
has been previously deduced (1] and can be written in the form
cos)( = Dl cos0' + D2 sin0' sine( + D3sin0 ' cos * 	 (68)
where
D1 = sin i sin Q cos e*
-(cosi sin cos(dl.+	 3) + cos ^ sin(A- + ^ 3) ] sin0*
D2 = - cosi sin ,Q sin(c1L+ /" 3 ) + co" cos(A 
+/d 3 ) ]	 (69)
D3 S - sini sin	 sine*
-(cooi sin .Q cos(.f6+ 113 3 ) + cos ^ sin(4+/3 3 ) ] cos 6*.
Note that D1 , 2 and D3 are functions of three canonical constants
only, viz., a2 = h, a3 and //? 3 ,
 
and contain t explicitly only through
x and a't, which are both linear in t .
A suitable expression for cosy can be derived similarly. From
spherical trigonometry, we have
cosi = C04 t COO I - si4 t siA, cos© ,	(70)
and
cosQll = c--=j. cu-OO + sini. sin© cos(•Sl=a- 	 )	 ( 71)
L:
Introducing
cosi - COO H cos©E1 _COS
	 -^yi) =
sinAii si nd
28
(72)
(73)
(74)
sini sin(--,2e+/l3)
E2	 sin(	 - ^H ) _ ..	
sinOH
1
We can write equation (7) in the form
Cosa = E1
 (cos^ '
 cos * - cose I ain4 ' sin *)-E2(cos^ l sin * +
*
cos©' sin' cosy ).
Note that E1
 and E2 are functions of only three canonical constants,
viz., a2 , a3 and (^ 3 and contain t explicitly only through X
and -CL . It is important to note that D1 , 2 , D3 , El and E2 do
not contain the moments of inertia A , B , and C . Thus these coef-
ficients can be treated as constants when we expand cosY\ and Cosa
in Taylor's series about their values at B = A	 The reason for the
expansion is that the angles ^* , ^^ and 6 ' for the unperturbed
triaxial body are no longer either constant or simple linear functions
of the time, as was the case in the uniaxial problem. Thus, anticipat-
ing difficulties in the integration of the perturbation equations, we
try to linearize the arguments of the trigonometric functions which will
appear in the integration.
Introducing the notation
(75)
isint sin ]B=A
se' si4 I
 cos *]B=A
- C04 , Si.t.^)' siIII), )F=A
+ nose sl4 cos )) IAA
(79)
:A	
.21v
.j
s	 •
1	 I
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We treat f()() and g(a) as functions of B and expand about the
	
value B = A	 Using prime notation to indicate derivatives with
respect to B , we have
f(x) = f(B) - f , (B) (A-B) + 2 f 11 (B) (A-B) 2 + 0[ (A-B) 3]
where
f(B) = D1 [cose I J P=A + D2[sine' sint*)F^=A
+ D3(sine' cosd)*)B=A
	
f , (B)	 Dl( 
L 
coso'] B=A + D2 [-	 ( sine I sint*))B=A
+ D3[ 
a 
B si.ne^ cos * )) B=A
a 2	 ,^ 2
f"(B) = D1[B2 cose') B=A + D2[ 2 B sine sint') )B=A
2
+ D3 ( ^ I? . sine ' cost* ) J ^A
B2
(76)
(77)
and
• 6(a) = g(B) - g, (B) {A-B) + 0[(A-B)2) 	 (78)
where
g(B) = E1[cost , cost* - cos0'
+ E2[cost sin + co
6 , ( B) = E2[ ^ B( cos,J)' cost*
+ E2 [	 ^s ( cosh si-2
..
r
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In equation (7A), only two terms have been carried since g(a) is
mu?tiplied by the fact r (A-B) in W.
From equations (66) , (67) , (76) and (7 8 ). we obtain
W r ( A - C ) W lu + W2t + 0[(A-B)3) 	 (80)
rnc^rc
i
k
Wlu = - 'l A - C ) [ f( B ) )2 .
	
W2t = 2K (A-B)	 2(B-C) f(B) f' (B) + [g(B) ]2
- 
2 ( A —B) 2 	(13 -C)	 [ f ( B ) ) 2 4- f(B) fll(B):'
+ 2g(B) g' (B)
These cxprc^CionG for Wlu and W 2 can be used to study the pertur-
bations of the variables (al , h , a3 , /^ l , 4 2 ) 4 3 ) which Are
given by the following relations
Qt a ( Il-C) 2 Wlu + yV2ti	 A-C^,^
	
^W	 ^W
	
( A-^) as u - 
a 
alt	 (i = 1., 2.,3) (cx2 = h)
	
i 	 1
(81)
